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The Music
Joseph Fennimore (b. 1940): An Old Soft Shoe, for piano (1977)
Ever been to a cabaret? In the smoky darkness, amid clinking glasses, you hear the piano play a
simple, catchy theme. A suggestively dressed waitress brings you your next drink and smiles as you
pay (which you do slowly, as you are already a bit tipsy). The master of ceremonies introduces the first
act with “Ladies!…And!…Gentlemen!...”
Throughout the performances that follow, you never forget you are at a cabaret. In the same way,
the simple, catchy theme that opens An Old Soft Shoe never completely disappears, even as the music
grows increasingly sophisticated. Indeed, at one point, a newly introduced theme is played in complex
counterpoint to the original theme.
In vaudeville, a “soft shoe” is a tap dance performed in soft-soled shoes. This is something of
a contradiction: soft shoes do not produce a tapping sound. Perhaps for this reason, the dance can
invite parodying humor, like the pause in An Old Soft Shoe during which the pianist’s hands tap the
wood of the piano.
Joseph Fennimore was born in 1940 in New York City. He graduated from both the Eastman and
Juilliard Schools and studied in Aspen, London and Paris. Composing since childhood, he has written
operas, songs, orchestral and solo works. His pieces have been performed at Tanglewood, Ravinia
and SPAC by numerous ensembles, including the Chicago Symphony and the New York City Ballet.
Washington Post music critic Philip Kennicott wrote of Mr. Fennimore, “I find in his music qualities
that are really rare to be well managed within the same piece, like melancholy and playfulness,
lyricism and unpredictability.”
After several more drinks, you may develop the strange notion that your life is a kind of cabaret:
a variety show in which you play many parts — master of ceremonies, muse, composer, choreographer,
and waitress. But above all, you are the dancer in the spotlight. You are the star.
And — perhaps — the only audience member.
And now…Ladies!…And!…Gentlemen!…An Old Soft Shoe…
—Rodrigo Dobry

Katherine Hoover (b. 1937): Medieval Suite, for flute and piano (1984)
Katherine Hoover’s debut as a composer gave birth to one of the most exciting programmatic chamber
works in all of flute literature, Medieval Suite for flute and piano. Inspired by Barbara Tuchman’s A
Distant Mirror, each of the five movements reflects different facets of fourteenth century France from
the tragedies of the Black Plague and arranged-marriages at childhood, to the ironic and humorous
drunkenness of a friar who served under warring Popes within the Catholic Church. Tuchman’s opinion
is that that tumultuous century somewhat reflects our own.
A resident of New York City, Hoover has had a rich career as a performing solo flutist, as a
teacher at Juilliard and Manhattan Schools of Music and as a composer of instrumental and vocal works
that have been performed around the world. She is a recipient of a National Endowment Composer’s
Fellowship and an Award in Composition from the Academy of Arts and Letters. Five of Hoover’s
compositions won the National Flute Association Newly Published Music Competition, including
flutists’ beloved “Kokopeli for solo flute,” which has sold over 8,000 copies.
—Jan Vinci
George Crumb (b. 1929): A Little Suite for Christmas, A. D. 1979, for piano
A Little Suite For Christmas A.D. 1979 is an unusual set of seven pieces composed by Pulitzer Prizewinning composer George Crumb. The work was inspired by a series of Nativity murals painted by
Giotto di Bondone (1267? -1337) hanging in the Arena Chapel in Padua, Italy.
The suite’s first piece, The Visitation, introduces a powerful motif of dissonant superimposed
sixths. This motif descends from on high (akin to a heavenly soul attempting to descend to earth),
repeatedly strikes a particular chord, and then re-ascends. Several variations of this insistent theme
follow, eventually eliciting an unwelcoming response from the lower timbre, reminiscent of grunts from
an animal whose slumber has been disturbed. The piece concludes with the original motif descending once again, this time persistently striking its repeated chord no fewer than nine times before
re-ascending…for the time being.
The suite’s second piece, Berceuse for the Infant Jesu, is a quiet yet unsettling lullaby voiced
in three different registers. The middle sonorities enter first, rocking gently back and forth like a new
mother cradling her baby. Next, a sweet melody joins in from above: pure, innocent, and vulnerable,
like an infant’s cooing. Finally, in the bass register, a deep rumbling — similar to the “grunts” heard
earlier — reverberates with danger. A long silence follows. Then the gentle rocking begins again.

The title of the third piece, The Shepherd’s Noël, reminds us that Jesus was born in a populated
region: “…there were in the same country shepherds abiding in the field, keeping watch over their
flock by night.”— Luke 2:8. Some of these neighboring shepherds may have visited the newborn, and
their inquisitive speech may have resembled the rapid five-note motif repeatedly heard in this piece.
Adoration of the Magi was inspired by a Giotto painting of the same name. The Magi figure
mysteriously in Jesus’s birth. They arrive from an indeterminate region (“from the East”), pay homage
to the newborn, and return to their unspecified land of origin. This piece conveys the Magi’s foreign and
mysterious nature by an ingenious use of stopped strings. The resulting joyful sound — reminiscent of
dolphin communication — sounds like a highly evolved language. The piece continues with a graceful
interplay of complex themes interspersed with simple explorations: the Magi — perhaps — interacting
with the infant.
Festivities often include dancing, and the celebration of Jesus’s birth was likely no exception.
Nativity Dance begins with a wild exuberance and never lets up. Indeed, some of the lively repetitions
bring to mind dancers barely able to contain their excitement. It is worth noting that Jesus was born
into a world with forces both hostile and receptive to his later teachings. One receptive energy was
perhaps an untamed vitality that — at the time — had few outlets. Jesus’s teachings may have
provided a way to channel such private exuberance into a coherency that not only allowed it to be felt
more deeply, but also to be shared.
Some truths are so quiet and unobtrusive that they are difficult to make out during the bustle of
the day. Only at night, and only when listening with great care, can these subtle realities be discerned,
blowing softly, perhaps, in the night breeze. Canticle of the Holy Night begins with a quiet melody that
explores tentatively. It seems to be seeking a particular theme, one that will — in a sense — “take.”
This search continues by means of an unusual piano technique: as the left hand silently holds down
chords, the right hand sweeps strings directly inside the piano. Most of these strummed pitches
immediately disappear, but a few — namely, those of the held chords — remain. They “take.” Indeed,
they ring forth. Jesus would eventually become gifted at expressing profound truths in parables containing elements immediately recognizable to his listeners: a shepherd and a lost sheep, seeds falling
on different types of soil. Perhaps the strings strummed inside the piano resemble his later sermons,
which — indeed — played upon his listeners’ heartstrings. And perhaps the held chords are akin to
individual listeners, who heard in Jesus’s sermons that which uniquely resonated with their own experience.

Carol Of The Bells, the suite’s final piece, begins with a sinister rumbling of low glissandos
followed by a free sequence of low harmonics. The resulting sound bears a resemblance to the growling heard in the suite’s first piece, except now the previously slumbering beast appears fully awake.
Undaunted, a series of high notes (the carol’s “bells”) respond with a joyful ringing reminiscent of a
Glockenspiel. In cyclic fashion, the piece concludes with a recapitulation of the suite’s original insistent motif. This motif descends once again from on high, persistently striking its repeated chord no
fewer than ten times before re-ascending…for the time being.
A Little Suite For Christmas musically portrays the descent of a celestial power whose time on
earth has come: a persuasive and insistent new force determined to make itself heard, no matter how
great the resistance.
—Rodrigo Dobry
Lowell Liebermann (b. 1961): Gargoyles, Op. 29, for piano (1989)
The waterspouts located on the roofs and sides of churches serve a practical purpose: they conduct
rainwater safely away from the building. The gargoyles into which architects shape these spouts,
however, perform no structural function. Rather, they serve to stir the imagination. They certainly
quickened the imagination of composer Lowell Liebermann, who wrote music bringing these immobile
sculptures to life, animating the Medieval stones with relentless dissonances that scurry unnervingly, fly
with contorted movements, sing grotesquely plaintive songs, and press ever forward with a ferocious
intricacy that often defies easy categorization.
Mr. Liebermann is a multi award-winning composer, pianist and conductor. He has received
honors from ASCAP and BMI and a Charles Ives Fellowship from the American Academy and Institute of
Arts and Letters. One of America’s most frequently commissioned composers, his music has repeatedly
received both critical and popular acclaim. He has stated, “One of my aims in composing — one of
my aesthetic ideals — is that there should not be any notes that are not absolutely necessary.” His
prolific output includes numerous concertos, symphonies, sonatas, string quartets and two full-length
operas. His compositions often combine tradition with daring.
—Rodrigo Dobry

The Performers
With sparkling articulation reminiscent of the remarkable Alicia de
Larrocha, pianist Pola Baytelman probes deeply to the heart of whatever
music she plays. Keeping the composer’s intent foremost, she plays with
effortless technique, listening always. The press has called her playing
“formidable” and having “a diaphanous touch.” Baytelman is an active
recitalist with a broad repertory that covers from the 18th to the 21st
century. She has toured extensively in China, Europe, Hong Kong, South
America and across the United States. Her performances have been broadcast on radio and television in Australia, Chile, China, the Czech Republic
and the United States. She is well known for her performances of music by
Spanish and Latin American composers. Baytelman has performed Albéniz
monumental Iberia in tours of major US cities, and recorded a groundbreaking CD of Albéniz work in
1998 (Elan). She is also the author of a book on Albéniz’s piano music published by Harmonie Park
Press in Michigan.
Born in Chile, Baytelman made her debut with the Chilean Symphony Orchestra at the age of
17 and has since performed with numerous orchestras both in the US and abroad. After graduating
from the University of Chile’s National Conservatory, Baytelman earned a Master’s degree and an Artist
Diploma from the New England Conservatory in Boston as a pupil of Russell Sherman under a Fulbright
grant. Her doctorate in piano performance is from the University of Texas, Austin where she studied
with Nancy Garrett. She has also worked with Claude Frank and Menahem Pressler.
Highly respected as an artist and educator, she has taught master classes in mainland China,
England, Hong Kong and throughout the US. She is a sought-after judge for international competitions
in both Europe and the US as well as presenter-recitalist in conferences in the US and abroad. Pola
Baytelman is Distinguished Artist-in-Residence at Skidmore College, in Saratoga Springs, New York
where she was chosen to present the Moseley Lecture-Recital in 2006, the highest honor Skidmore
faculty confers on a colleague. Her latest compact disc From Chile to Cuba was released by Albany
Records in 2009. Baytelman’s recording of Robert Schumann’s Humoreske (2002 Centaur) was listed
by American Record Guide as one of the top performances of the classic work.

Hailed by High Performance Review as an “exquisite performer,” flutist
Jan Vinci has performed in Alice Tully Hall, Carnegie Hall and Merkin Hall,
and for events such as the Blossom Festival, International Computer Music
Conference in The Netherlands, Killington Music Festival, Jazz on Otoño in
Ibiza, and the Electric Music Festival in England as the First Prizewinner
of the International Electric Music Performance Competition. Featured
throughout the US in flute club concerts and festivals (including the New
York Flute Club and the National Flute Association Convention), Vinci has
also performed at colleges internationally and in return engagements at
her alma maters. In her concerts, she often collaborates with her husband
Mark Vinci, jazz alto saxophonist and composer.
In addition to numerous commissioned works, Jan Vinci’s chamber music career has produced
CDs of new and obscure flute literature. American Record Review states of Vinci’s solo CD, Global
FluteScape: Premieres and Rare Gems (Albany Records)... “This is a fabulous recording. ... plays with
control, color, and effortless technical facility. Her tone is beautiful, rich, and never out of tune.” This
recording presents contemporary works by Shen, Higdon, M. Vinci, Thibodeau, and others. Assisting
Vinci are The Juilliard School of Music faculty Mark Vinci and two Curtis Institute of Music faculty,
pianist Hugh Sung and composer and flutist Jennifer Higdon (who is Vinci’s former flute student). As
a member of Tritonis with guitarist Joel Brown and cellist Ann Alton, Vinci recorded Five Premieres:
Chamber Works with Guitar (Albany Records), which Les Cahiers de la Guitare proclaims the trio
“shines with zest.” On Percussia: Chamber Music for a New World, Vinci recorded music for flute and
percussion by Shankar, Harrison, Piazzolla, Crumb and Takemitsu.
Jan Vinci thanks her teachers Julius Baker, Samuel Baron, Maurice Sharp, Judith Bentley and
Martha Aarons. Having earned a D.M.A. from The Juilliard School, M.M. from The Cleveland Institute of
Music, and B.M. from Bowling Green State University, Vinci is Senior Artist-in-Residence at Skidmore
College. She formerly served on the faculties of Aaron Copland School of Music at Queens College and
Hofstra University, and for 19 years, Ms. Vinci directed the Skidmore Flute Institute. She served as
President of the New York Flute Club. Visit janvinci.com.
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Katherine Hoover (b. 1937)
Medieval Suite, for flute and piano (1984)
Virelai [5:23]
The Black Knight [3:47]
The Drunken Friar [2:45]
On the Betrothal of Princess Isabelle of France,
Aged Six Years [3:35]
Demon’s Dance [3:59]
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George Crumb (b. 1929)
A Little Suite for Christmas, A.D. 1979, for piano
The Visitation [3:05]
Berceuse for the Infant Jesu [1:46]
The Shepherd’s Noël [1:06]
Adoration of the Magi [2:05]
Nativity Dance [1:12]
Canticle of the Holy Night [3:18]
Carol of the Bells [2:40]

Lowell Liebermann (b. 1961)
Gargoyles, Op. 29, for piano (1989)
Presto [1:58]
Adagio semplice, ma con molto rubato [3:23]
Allegro moderato [2:38]
Presto feroce [2:52]
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Joseph Fennimore (b. 1940)
An Old Soft Shoe, for piano (1977) [7:22]
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